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2P are reading *Flat Stanley* by Jeff Brown. On Monday we all made Flat Stanley’s. He is made of paper and first we coloured him in very carefully. He has orange hair, blue eyes, an orange shirt and blue jeans. Then we cut him out neatly.
On Wednesday, after recess we decided to take our Stanley’s for a walk around our school. First we had our pictures taken with our Stanley’s on our classroom steps.
Next, Annabelle and Jackson took Stanley to the picnic tables. We wanted to show Stanley our picnic tables because they are in a lovely, shady area. We like to sit and eat in this area and enjoy nature.
Then Jed and Finn took Stanley to BOOSH. Children go to BOOSH when their parents are at work before and after school. The children get to do fun activities. We think Stanley would really enjoy BOOSH.
After we took Stanley to BOOSH, Kaiya and Mia took Stanley to the front gate. In this picture you can see our school sign. We think our school is awesome because it has lots of space and terrific places to play, great teachers, an amazing principal and it is a safe, fun and happy place to be.
Next Jarvis and Julian took Stanley to the KRed stairs. KRed has a really fun teacher called Mrs Butler. We think Stanley would really enjoy visiting KRed. He would especially enjoy the music, playing, learning to count, learning to read and write and on Fridays he would love 'tray play' with his friends.
Soon after that, Eric and Ayden took Stanley up the KBlue steps. Mrs Layson teaches KBlue and we think Stanley would like Mrs Layson because she is friendly, she sings really well, she’s a good dancer and she is lots of fun.
Then Isabel and Caroline showed Stanley the silver seats near one of our beautiful gardens. We love this garden because it is green and shady and we like the birds and rabbits that live in it.
After that Amelia and Kiara took Stanley to the office. The office is where you go if you are sick or hurt. The office ladies look after you and they are very caring. They also help run the school and make all the notes that go home.
Next Annie and Charlotte took Stanley into the office to meet Mrs Kitchener. Mrs Kitchener looks after all the money in the school. A few years ago, Mrs Kitchener took Flat Stanley to Antarctica for 2P and he got to see some penguins on the ice!
After that Jessica and Jack took Stanley in to meet Mrs Bower. Mrs Bower is our principal. She is the boss of the whole school. We think she is awesome because she makes us feel safe and happy.
After the office, Chantelle and Indigo showed Stanley where our flags are. The flags are near the hall and canteen. Every day the prefects raise the Australian and Aboriginal flags.
Then Harry and Jayden introduced Stanley to Mrs McKenzie at the canteen. She runs the canteen and makes and sells lots of yummy food.
After visiting the canteen we showed Stanley how to climb, hang, slide and have fun on the play equipment.
Last but not least, we took Flat Stanley to the library to meet Mrs Smith, our school librarian. She was very excited to meet our Stanleys! You see...the library is where Flat Stanley really lives...on a shelf, in Junior Fiction, under 'B' for Brown (Jeff Brown).